Host Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 9906.4>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

AEnsKayan says:
::sitting at the helm reviewing maneuvers::

CNS_Sodak says:
::On Bridge::

XOBryant says:
::::strides on to the bridge off of the TL and sits in the center chair::::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sits in a chair in Sickbay::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::overseeing the last of the Starfleet recommended shield modifications, while integrating them into the Ortexian modifications::

CSO_MacMe says:
::At the Science console on the bridge.::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Captain, i think you should call your XO and your second officer in here

Host CO_Ross says:
::In the briefing room with Admiral Keyen::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : We need to fill them in on the plan..

CTOFenrir says:
::At Tactical after just finishing deployment of security teams around the ship::

CMO_Senn says:
::in the bridge, waiting for the Captain to come back from his meeting with the Admiral::

Host CO_Ross says:
KEYEN: Yes Sir!

CSS_Ruk says:
@::dispatches orders the Galor Class Warship Variants that have joined it from the 12th order while there counterparts slip into berths at the base::

Host CO_Ross says:
*CMO*, *XO*: Report to the Briefing Room, Deck 2 immediately

XOBryant says:
CTO: I need a full inventory of all weapons stores and a wish list for anything that you might need, and I need it as soon as possible.

XOBryant says:
*CO* Aye sir, On the way.

FCO_Joe says:
::arrives on bridge::

CMO_Senn says:
::stands:: *CO* On my way, sir. ::looks over at the XO::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::oversees the distribution of sensor probes along the defensive perimeter of the Dominion Base::

CMO_Senn says:
::heads to the TL and waits for Bryant to join her::

XOBryant says:
CTO: Lt. Fenrir, you have the bridge, make sure that we are ready for war would you?

AEnsKayan says:
::checks over one of the navigational sensors::

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Aye sir

CEO_Vrayl says:
*EO Venkman*: Are the capacitor refits still stable?

FCO_Joe says:
::scans data from the probes::

XOBryant says:
::: half runs to the TL and jumps on:::::

CMO_Senn says:
::doors close after Bryant enters the lift:: TL: Deck 2

CEO_Vrayl says:
<EO Venkman> *CEO*: Aye sir, they're ready.

XOBryant says:
TL: Deck two.

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looking over the Large PADD on the briefing table::

MO_Ianden says:
Nurse Walter: Monitor Caq Closely . Tell me of any changes

Dom_Base says:
@::monitors the activities of the 7 Galor Class Attack Ships patrolling the perimeter while installation of the Breen Energy weapon commences on the rest of the 12th Order Ships::

AEnsKayan says:
::frowns at the word war::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Don't worry Captain.. If all goes as planned, we should be celebrating in about two days...

FCO_Joe says:
::notices something in the data::

CMO_Senn says:
::exits the lift and chimes the briefing room::

CTOFenrir says:
::Checks over shield and weapon systems::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::stands up, arms crossed....the modifications will have to suffice::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks up at the Admiral, and hesitantly ::grins::

MO_Ianden says:
::can sense the tension of others in the ship::

XOBryant says:
:::follows the CMO::::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::nods and smiles:: CO : I'm sorry if i sounded too harsh when we first met Captain, but.. We needed to keep us knowing of that base a secret from them..

FCO_Joe says:
::sees a weak point then does a low yell: Yes! Just what I was looking for

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::hears the chime::

CMO_Senn says:
::looks at the XO, wondering why their call hasn't been answered yet::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Aye Sir, it was my intention to remain totally stealthy, however, there is always the unexpected

CSO_MacMe says:
::Running sensor diagnostics, confirming reconfiguration is holding::

CSS_Warli says:
@::heads away from the rest at full impulse to get a minor sensor anomaly::

FCO_Joe says:
::boots the info on the monitor::

XOBryant says:
::reaches over and hits the door chime again::: CMO: maybe they didn't hear it.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::checks the inventory...replacement shunt diodes are in ready supply, and in the proper places::

CMO_Senn says:
::takes a deep breath, her decision finally taken after the brief time spent in the bridge::

CMO_Senn says:
::smiles at Bryant:: XO: Most probably so... I guess I'm just anxious.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Wanders around the bridge::

AEnsKayan says:
::finishes with the sensor and sits back looking out at the stars::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks up at the door *Enter

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::nods::

CSS_FeShu says:
@::forms up with three others and patrols the galactic north end of the patrol perimeter::

CMO_Senn says:
::doors open and she takes a step or two into the BR::

MO_Ianden says:
::does some more tests on ops Caq to try to find something, but does not find anything::

XOBryant says:
:::steps through the door and comes to attention:::: CO: sir Lt. Cmdr bryant and Senn reporting as ordered!

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::waits::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Admiral, I wish to present, my XO, Lt. Cmdr. Bryant....

FCO_Joe says:
::looks over the data with a big smile on his face::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::heads over to Cody and offers his hand::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen:....and my 2nd Officer, Lt. Cmdr. Senn

XOBryant says:
:::Takes the Admirals hand::: ADM: sir its a pleasure to meet you especially since you have such big invisible friends when we need them.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Noting the satisfactory returns to the sensor diagnostics:: CEO: Sir, I've completed the Sensor diagnostics and they check good.  Are we ready for the shield diagnostics?

CSS_Rende says:
@::forms up on the FeShu and joins its small group::

CMO_Senn says:
::looks at the Admiral and nods to  him:: Keyen: A pleasure to meet you sir.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::again offers his hand to the CMO:: XO : Well, the Klingon empire is also concerned about this station..

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: I have already completed them. All systems are satisfactory.

CMO_Senn says:
::shakes the Admiral's hand::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : They have been kind to send us Three Vor'Cha class cruisers

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Please, sit down

CMO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow::

XOBryant says:
ADM: well sir, I am sure that we are all just as anxious to make it go away and I have a sneaking suspicion that’s what we are here to talk about!

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Want to look at what I found?

AEnsKayan says:
::makes a minute adjustment to the helm::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO,CMO: Please sit, the Admiral has a briefing to give us

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: Be advised that for the time being we have both the Ortexian, as well as the Starfleet shield modifications on line.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::grins at the XO::

XOBryant says:
::::Sits down::::

CSS_Miya says:
@::comes to a full stop:: COM: Ruk: This is Gul Kornet of the Miya.  Our impulse engines have failed.  We are repairing them now.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::waits for all of them to sit down and then starts::

CMO_Senn says:
::looks over at the CO, knowing now is not the right time to talk to him, and takes a seat by the briefing table::

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: MIya: Acknowledged.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : As i have told you, three Vor'cha class cruiser will assist us in this attack..

CSO_MacMe says:
*CEO*: Copy that, I'll start the diagnostic in just a moment.

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: What do you have?

XOBryant says:
ADM: sir are the attatched to your strike force or operating independently?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CSO:: *CSO*: Very well. ::decides not to argue the point::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Also, the USS Lacerta, The USS Rapier and the USS Hachiwara will join us briefly

CEO_Vrayl says:
::taps a few more controls, completing the set up of Main Engineering as an Emergency Bridge::

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: I've been examining the data about the Dominion base and I found a weak spot

CSS_Rende says:
@::stops off the Miya's bow and conducts a sensor sweep staying on station with the Miya while repairs are underway::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Here's the plan..

CSO_MacMe says:
::While waiting on the FCO's reply, programs in the shield diagnostics::  FCO: Weak spot?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : One of the Vor'Cha cruiser will approach the station, cloaked.

CMO_Senn says:
Keyen: And the other two?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : He will deliver a commando team to the station, using the breach on the shields of the station your scanners detected..

Dom_Base says:
@::notes with some satisfaction that the defensive grid for the station is being powered up for preliminary testing::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CMO : Hold on.. I will get there

FCO_Joe says:
::points to the area::CSO: This spot is where the shields are the weakest, a blitzgere attack might do it

CMO_Senn says:
::suppresses a smile at the thought of a Klingon commando team and nods to the admiral::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : While this cruiser is approaching the station, The Artemis will also approach the station, alone.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Hopefully the station's escorts will engage the Artemis.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : At that time, you will allow the escorts to pursue you to these coordinates.

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir?

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: OK, well, run it past the CTO.  Tactics is his specialty.

CMO_Senn says:
::her expression changes to a worried one, thinking about the casualties they are sure to get::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::goes to another panel, checks on Auxiliary Engineering::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks at the PADD, nods his head:: Aye Sir!

XOBryant says:
::::Grins and ADM: sir, if we don't get engaged by a sufficient number of the escorts can we raise a little mayhem to get their attention?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : There, the rest of the battle group will ambush the escorts.

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen:  Very well Sir!

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Meanwhile, at the same time we engage the escorts, the Vor'Cha class close to the station will decloak, and clean any traces of resisting ships.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Noting the shield diagnostics, compares data with the simulations based on the Star Fleet data.  It looks odd, but it ought to hold together.:: *CEO*: Shield diagnostics are complete.  It compares well with our simulations.

CMO_Senn says:
Admiral: With all due respect, I think it's putting the Artemis into too much danger, sir. We may not make it to the coordinates.

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: So noted. Auxiliaries are on standby.

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir, then we are securing the station, correct?

FCO_Joe says:
CTO: Permission to show data regarding the Dominion base

XOBryant says:
CMO: I don't think that you have enough faith in your crew doctor, we will make it.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CMO : Miss... Senn, The Galor class ships cannot match your speed.. But i want you to travel slowly, so the other ships will think they can catch you...

CSS_Ruk says:
@::begins a slow turn at the shallow galactic south end of the patrol perimeter with its wingmen following suit::

CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Of course

CMO_Senn says:
::turns to the XO, about to argue the point that the odds are definitely against them, but shuts it::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CMO : It is risky, but i think you will be alright..

AEnsKayan says:
::Watches the various ships on the view screen wondering what the plans were for them::

CSS_Warli says:
@::loses interest in the minor sensor anomaly and begins to move off again at Full Impulse::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Correct.. We will only secure the station long enough to retrieve the commandos and blow up the station.. These commandos are demolition experts

XOBryant says:
Kenyan: sir I think that we should at least engage the enemy in the vicinity of the station so that they think that they damaged us so that there is a chance of catching us.

CMO_Senn says:
Admiral: If you *think* it's all right... ::raises an eyebrow almost imperceptibly::

XOBryant says:
::::Looks at the CMO::::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : Anything else?

Host CO_Ross says:
::looks over at the XO:  XO: How about it Cody?, think the Artemis can pull it off?

XOBryant says:
CO: sir there is no doubt in my mind.

FCO_Joe says:
::hands the CTO the PADD: CTO: I found a weak spot on the base, if we hit that spot good

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Doctor, questions?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::frowns at a warp diagnostic...the Artemis is only capable of Warp 9.974 now....::

XOBryant says:
CO: we have a good ship and a better crew, we can do it.

FCO_Joe says:
CTO: We should be able to disable it

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Also, Captain, i have a favor to ask...

CMO_Senn says:
CO: No, sir... sickbay is ready for whatever is to come. If you have a moment, I'd like to talk to you in private as soon as you have a minute.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::starts working to get that .001 back::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir

CTOFenrir says:
::Looks over the PADD::  FCO: Yes, excellent, we'll pass this onto the captain when he gets back

XOBryant says:
ADM Kenyan: sir?  would you happen to have the com frequency's of the Klingon's so that we can get a little help if we need it?

FCO_Joe says:
CTO: Thank you

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : The commando team's medic has fallen ill, and we'd like one of your medical officers to fill in..

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: When we are dismissed, I will meet you in my RR

CMO_Senn says:
::nods to the CO in agreement, not saying a word so as to not to interrupt the Admiral::

CSS_Rende says:
@::moves away from the Miya slowly reading scans from the sensor probes left throughout the system::

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Doctor, how is your staff, spare one of your MO's?

XOBryant says:
CO: sir if I might suggest LT. Ianden?

CSS_Rende says:
@:: so many probes that one could walk from planet to planet to planet without ever missing a step::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The USS Lacerta, Rapier and Hachiwara drop out of warp to join the USS Nevada, USS Khitomer and USS Artemis

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Doctor, Lt. landen?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Checking out patches between Tactical and Science station, after several simulated targets are successfully passed back and forth, moves on to diagnostics of the weapons systems::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: We... ::doubts:: He is new in the ship but he is a good professional, sir.

CSS_Warli says:
@;:moving off into open space away from the base, slows to 3/4 impulse noting a jump in sensor activity::

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO; Your best judgement, I will leave it up to you, have your MO transport over with the Admiral when he departs

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Also, we need a science officer.. We want to download as much information as we can from the station's core before we need to destroy it...

CMO_Senn says:
::thinks she'll need Immolisious before an hour is over, but cannot deny help to others::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::finishes laying its probes and forms back up with the Ruk::

AEnsKayan says:
::double checks tie in with Science sensors::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::does a quick but accurate purge of the injectors, then runs another fast diagnostic::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: I'll tell Lt. Immolisious as soon as the meeting is over, sir.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Cody? Choices?

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Thank you Doctor

CSS_FeShu says:
@::performs a slow looping turn towards galactic south::

CSS_Miya says:
@::gets repairs underway on the impulse drive at it sits dead in the water::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir I don't think we really have an officer to spare from science, we don't have the compliment that some of the bigger explorers do.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::Diagnostics indicate a gain of .002, for a new maximum warp of 9.976...until something breaks::

CSS_Fears says:
@::sits off to port of the Ruk and monitors the local activity like all the other ships::

XOBryant says:
CO: but we could send acting ensign Kayan.

Dom_Base says:
@::watches the Warlick moves off and debates calling it back into the defensive perimeter::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Noting weapons check good:: *CEO*: Everything seems to check out good here, how about on your end?

CMO_Senn says:
*MO* Report to transporter room with Admiral Keyen as soon as he is ready to depart, Ianden. He will explain to you... take a medkit.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::waits::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: Affirmative, all systems ready.

CSS_Warli says:
@::increases speed as the sensor returns get stronger but does not want to inform the base yet::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir, if you can pull an SO from one of the other ships, we do not have a full compliment in the Science department as it is

CTOFenrir says:
CSO: How are things coming?

MO_Ianden says:
::Grabs a medkit and heads for the transporter fearing the worst::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Forgetting that the CEO can not see me nod in reply:: CTO: Sir, all systems are checked out, also the new SF shield modifications are now incorporated.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Still on bridge::

XOBryant says:
Kenyan, CO: sirs if you would excuse me I would like to tend to getting the ship ready.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Very well...

CSS_Warli says:
@::comes to a full stop directly over the sensor echo and does a full sweep of the surrounding area .... beams aboard the sensor echo it had picked up::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
All : I will depart then..

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Admiral, by your leave, the XO needs to attend to ship matters

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Ready your ship Captain, we shall be leaving shortly..

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Aye Sir!

CMO_Senn says:
::sitting very straight in her chair, hoping that Walter will be up to the task when casualties start arriving... and prays that there will be none, no matter how illogical that is::

XOBryant says:
::::Stands:::: Kenyan: sir it was nice to meet you, good luck and good hunting.

XOBryant says:
:::exits the briefing room headed for the TL:::::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO,CMO: Dismissed, Dr. I'll see you in my RR presently

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::nods:: XO : Good luck to the Artemis as well..

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Are first taste of combat, what do you think?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::Exits the BR::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Stands::

MO_Ianden says:
::arrives at the transporter::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::runs a few redundant diagnostics and tests::

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: It seems to me we've been shot at before.

CMO_Senn says:
::stands and nods to the CO and ADM, and turns to leave to the RR::

XOBryant says:
TL: Bridge

CSS_Ruk says:
@::decodes incoming message from the CSS Warlick and finds it most interesting::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir, I'll walk you to the TL

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: It still gets the adrenaline going though.

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Yeah but we didn't get to fire back

CSS_Warli says:
@::comes about and heads back to the Dominion Base with its Cargo at full impulse::

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: We shot back at the Lyrakans.

XOBryant says:
:::steps out of the TL on to the bridge and heads for the center chair::::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::nods at the CO::

FCO_Joe says:
FCO: I don't remember that

CTOFenrir says:
::Walks up to the XO and hands him two PADDS::  XO: Sir, the ship's systems seem to be all checked out, the new shielding is up as well.  I have armed the crew with standard type 2 phasers and security teams with phaser rifles.  

Dom_Base says:
@::receives the message from Ruk and Warlick ..... prepares a docking port for the Warlick's cargo::

CTOFenrir says:
XO: also, FCO Joe has detected a weakness in the stations shields ::Points to the second PADD::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Exits BR and heads with the Admiral to the TL at the end of the corridor::

CMO_Senn says:
::enters the TL and orders it to go to the bridge::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : You have a brave crew Captain...

XOBryant says:
CTO: very well Lt., would you please contact the Admirals ship and see if anyone in the fleet is carrying Tri Cobalt devices and contact Lt. Vraylle concerning the weakness in the shields and tell here to get back to me when she has it resolved.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::stands, watching his crew dart about engineering, each at their own tasks::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
Computer : TR 2

AEnsKayan says:
::begins to tap her fingers on the console... waiting...::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: I appreciate your saying so Sir, we have been through a lot together. They are an excellent crew

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : I understand you have only recently been in command?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
<of the Artemis>

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Aye sir ::Hands him a type 2 phaser::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Yes Sir, Stardate 9905.07 was my command date

CSS_Warli says:
@::docks at the station and begins transferring its cargo over::

CMO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and walks to the Captain's RR::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Three Vor'cha cruisers de-cloak. The IKS Brak'lul, Fek'lhr and Kut'luch

CSS_Fears says:
@::monitors subspace traffic trying to find the Steamrunner they all know if out there somewhere::

XOBryant says:
*CEO* Lt., the CTO is sending you what we think may be a problem with the shields if you would evaluate and repair any problems and get back to me as soon as you have, also I am gonna need you to have the engines ready for sustained high warp and all auxiliary fusion generators on line at a moments notice.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::TL doors open:: CO : Well, Captain, it has been a pleasure..

CSS_Rende says:
@::comes to a stop again off the Miya's Port side this time::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Shakes hands with the Admiral:: See you at the rendezvous point Sir! Good luck

MO_Ianden says:
::Sees the Adm. walk in::

CSS_Miya says:
@::continues to have trouble with the impulse drive and drifts in space near the Rende::

CMO_Senn says:
::takes a deep breath and remembers carefully why she took the decision she took::

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Sir, i believe the Artemis' shields are checked out, it's the stations shields that seem to have a weakness 

Host Adm_Keyen says:
MO : Mr. Ianden?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow quite high:: *XO*: Looking at it now, but I am aware of no such weakness in our shields.

Host CO_Ross says:
::The TL doors shut and the TL heads for Deck 1::

MO_Ianden says:
ADM: Yes Sir!

CSS_FeShu says:
@::pilots near the Ruk as they near the position of the Nilan .... readies for an impulse turn::

CTOFenrir says:
::Sends word to the Admiral ship about the weak spot on the Dominion stations shields::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
MO : Welcome to our strike team.. ::stands on pad, ready for transport::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*XO*: And the engines are ready for warp 9.976.

XOBryant says:
*CEO* I have every faith in your ability to resolve the problem Vraylle...::::can’t help but grin:::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Exits Bridge, and heads for the RR::

CMO_Senn says:
::waits for the CO outside the door still::

FCO_Joe says:
::continues to scan data::

MO_Ianden says:
::Thinks- strike team? eyes widen::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*XO*: Sir, this data is from the enemy base we scanned. It is not data from the Artemis.

CTOFenrir says:
::Passes out type 2 phasers to everyone on the bridge::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::dematerializes::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir the ship is as ready as it will ever be at your command

MO_Ianden says:
::transports off the ship::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
$::rematerializes aboard the Nevada::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Enters the RR, and nods at the CMO:: CMO: Doctor, what can I do for you?

CMO_Senn says:
::follows the CO into the RR:: CO: Well... ::tries to find out the right words and finds none::

Host CO_Ross says:
*XO*: Thank you Mr. Bryant

Host Adm_Keyen says:
$MO : Ianden, Meet Cmdr. Neely.. He’ll be your superior on this mission..

CEO_Vrayl says:
::huffs a bit at the minor inefficiency, and runs some short diagnostics with excessive caution::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::Walks off to take command of his ship::

XOBryant says:
*CO* Anytime sir! ::::grins:::

FCO_Joe says:
::wonders when the attack will happen::

MO_Ianden says:
$Hello Cmdr!

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Doctor, it just best to say what is on your mind

Host Cmdr_Neel says:
$Mo  :Mr. Ianden, Welcome aboard the Nevada

MO_Ianden says:
::Shakes a little::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: Well, to put it bluntly, I am hereby resigning to the Second Officer's duties, sir. Irrevocably... effective immediately if possible.

MO_Ianden says:
<$>

MO_Ianden says:
$Thank you sir

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Would you tell me why?, and just prior to going into battle?

Host Cmdr_Neel says:
$Ianden : This way...

XOBryant says:
Bridge Crew: Ok people if you want to get anything to eat this is the time, we are probably going to be at battle stations for a while, rotate out for anything that you need to do, I want everyone back at their posts and ready for action in fifteen minutes.

MO_Ianden says:
$::Follows the Cmdr::

FCO_Joe says:
::tunes his phaser::

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: All Ships: This is Gul Dalor of the Ruk.  Begin Alert drills and follow them up every twenty minutes.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Observes Bridge Crew::

CTOFenrir says:
::Checks on the phaser rifle clipped under his console::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::receives the com and orders battle separation in their formation with the Ruk::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: ::looks down for a moment trying to regroup after saying what she wanted to say:: I am not ready for that, sir. I cannot be in a ship's bridge and not remember what happened last year... I can't be a good command officer to the crew. ::hopes he understands her::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::with a thought, encrypts certain programs and data to his security codes...just in case::

CSS_FeShu says:
@::discontinues its sensor sweeps and powers up its weapons systems to maximum readiness forming up with the Ruk::

XOBryant says:
:::sits in the center chair and looks at a padd containing all of the details of Admiral Kenyans battle plan.:::::

Host Cmdr_Neel says:
$Ianden : We will be transported aboard the IKS Brak'lul and will be inserted on the Dominion station.. We don't expect casualties. We're good at what we do... But just in case... You will come along with us

CSS_Miya says:
@::sits dead in the water with its Impulse drive still malfunctioning:: COM: Ruk: This is Miya.  Requesting a tow back to base.

MO_Ianden says:
$Cmdr_Neel: Okay sir

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: I think I understand your situation, perhaps I was wrong in placing you in the command level so early n your Artemis assignment.........Resignation accepted, reluctantly, I might add, anything else Doctor?

CSS_Warli says:
@::finishes unloading its cargo onto the base and prepares to get underway again::

CSS_Rende says:
@::waits for orders to tow the Miya back to base::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: Yes... thank you, sir. ::looks at him:: I am sorry to disappoint you.

CSS_Fears says:
@::forms up with the Ruk, Nilan, and FeShu readying its weapons::

Host Cmdr_Neel says:
$::leave Ianden in his quarters:: MO : We will call you when we are ready...

Cmdr_Neel is now known as Adm_Keyen.

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: I am not disappointed with you Doctor, You are still my Chief Medical Officer, you can serve the Artemis in that position, dismissed, and thank you for being blunt with me....

MO_Ianden says:
$:Goes into the quarters and sits down in a chair::

FCO_Joe says:
::finishes tuning phaser rifle::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::pores over diagnostic readings, but finds nothing amiss::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
$COMM *All Ships* : Begin your preparations, we will head out in 30 minutes..

CMO_Senn says:
::breathes at last and stands to leave:: CO: Thank you, sir. I'll be in sickbay ::smiles relieved::

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: very well Doctor, ::Smiles briefly at her as she leaves the room::

FCO_Joe says:
::mutters under his breath:: 30 minutes, that's great

XOBryant says:
COMM*Kenyan*  Aye sir, I'll pass the word to Captain Ross.

Host CO_Ross says:
*XO*: report to my Ready Room

XOBryant says:
*CO* aye sir, on the way.

CSO_MacMe says:
::30 minutes, the wait may kill me!::

CMO_Senn says:
::exits the BR and walks over to the TL:: TL: Deck 4.

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: What are you worried about?

XOBryant says:
CTO: Lt., you have the bridge, make sure everyone makes it back will you I don't wanna have to wait while we do a head check ::::walks to the RR door and hits the chime:::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::fires ships phasers at a maximum setting::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks up at the RR doorway:: *Enter*

CSS_Ruk  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CEO_Vrayl says:
::sees an EO doing something odd under a panel, and goes to investigate::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::is pleased with the results of the test firing::

XOBryant says:
::::Walks in to the RR:::: CO: ?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::stares for a moment at the young, oblivious engineer::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Looking over at the FCO:: FCO: Worried? Who said I was worried.  I'm just anxious.

XOBryant says:
CO: sir  reporting as ordered.

MO_Ianden says:
$::Starts To Sigh::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Fek'lh and the Kut'luch cloak and head toward the ambush area

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: You had that look in your eyes]

CEO_Vrayl says:
E: Crewman, you will have more success with that realignment if you use the proper polarity.

CMO_Senn says:
::enters sickbay to find her staff ready:: All: Report.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: The Doctor just resigned her appointment as 2nd Officer, I agree with her reasons, I wish to full the slot with Lt. Cmdr. Vraylle, what is your opinion?

Dom_Base says:
@::arranges a tow craft to bring the Miya in::

Host CmdrNeely says:
$::knocks on Ianden's door::

CEO_Vrayl says:
<E> ::bangs his head with a start, then sheepishly makes the change:: CEO: Aye, sir....

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: Its really easy to get all keyed up, when you're just waiting.

MO_Ianden says:
$::Opens his door::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir as you know, I think that Lt. Cmdr Vraylle is an excellent choice.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::looks slightly upwards with a light sigh, then returns to his panel::

Host CmdrNeely says:
MO : Let's go.. We're heading out

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Very well, have the Chief report to my ready room, then I wish to see Lt. Teasley, then Acting Ensign Kayan, in that order, thank you Cody!

MO_Ianden says:
$Cmdr_Neel: Yes sir

CSS_Rende says:
@::observes closely as the Miya is towed back to base::

Host CmdrNeely says:
$::starts heading towards the Nevada's TR::

MO_Ianden says:
$::Follows the Cmdr::

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: When I was waiting for my first assignment, my eyes bugged out for days

XOBryant says:
CO: Aye sir:turns::: with your permission?

Host CO_Ross says:
XO:  I wish for you to be here when the Chief arrives

XOBryant says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::scans a bit of data, watching the crewman (correctly) finish the job and close the panel::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: see to it

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: I know what you mean, but this is a hundred times worse!

CMO_Senn says:
::listens to the report and briefs her staff on the upcoming events:: Gorman: Take a team to the bridge. Verdun: You take another to Main Engineering. Walter, what's the Bynar's status?

Host CO_Ross says:
::Opens a PADD and begins studying the battle plan::

XOBryant says:
:::walks out on to the bridge:::: *CEO* Lt. CMDR Vraylle if you would please report to the captains ready room on the double?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::looks up from the scrolling display:: *XO*: On my way.

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Yeah, wondering if you're going to die or not in battle, I've already lost a lot of friends in the war

CSS_Ruk says:
@::receives battle readiness reports from the entire fleet ... for the most part pleased::

XOBryant says:
*CEO* Very well.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::curious, sets one of the EO's in charge and exits MO::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::wonders where that Steamrunner is::

Host CmdrNeely says:
ACTION : Neely and his team are transported aboard the Brak'lul, and assigned quarters.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

XOBryant says:
CNS: Lt. sodak how would you say that the crew is holding up under the pressure of the upcoming conflict?

CSO_MacMe says:
FCO: For me it’s just the getting going. I've always had trouble just waiting.

AEnsKayan says:
::listens to the science officer and shutters::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::enters the bridge, crossing for the RR::

Host CmdrNeely says:
$MO : You nervous Lt.?

CMO_Senn says:
::James Gorman and two nurses enter the bridge, taking their positions unobtrusively, carrying their medkits and look at each other nervously but sure of themselves to do whatever is needed::

MO_Ianden says:
$Cmdr_Neely: A little sir

CEO_Vrayl says:
::reaches the door and chimes::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Observes bridge crew's reactions and emotional states::

Host CO_Ross says:
*Enter*

Host CmdrNeely says:
$MO : Well, you're in good hands.. Now, all we have to do is wait..

CEO_Vrayl says:
::enters the RR and stands at attention:: CO: Sir?

XOBryant says:
:::Looks around and nods at the medical technicians and follows the CEO in to the RR unobtrusively:::::::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sighs::

XOBryant says:
:::Nods at the CO::::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::notes Cody's entrance with interest::

Host CO_Ross says:
CEO:: As you were Chief, sit, please, we wish to discuss something of importance with you

Host CO_Ross says:
,were.

XOBryant says:
:::tries to hide the smile on his face loving to see a vulcan curious::::

AEnsKayan says:
::looks up at the new people and notices them from medical... remembering she has some extra time to put in there::

CMO_Senn says:
::Nayla listens carefully to Walter's report on the Bynars, wondering what is it that they're doing wrong for the tiny men not to recover::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow, but only a bit, then sits as instructed::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Artemis is hailed by the Nevada

CTOFenrir says:
*CO* Sir, the Nevada is hailing us

FCO_Joe says:
CTO: We're being hailed by the Nevada

Host CO_Ross says:
CEO: The Dr. has just resigned her 2nd officer position, as we are heading into battle, the Artemis needs a 2nd Officer, I have discussed it with the XO, and we wish to offer you the position

CMO_Senn says:
::Horace Verdun's team arrive to Main Engineering, taking their positions just like Gorman's did a moment before in the bridge, and they set to wait::

CSS_Fears says:
@::picks up some subspace radio activity and signals the Ruk::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::seems to ponder great things for a moment:: CO: Very well. If that is your decision, I will accept.

Host CO_Ross says:
CEO:  I have the greatest confidence in you Mr. Vraylle

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CO: Naturally.

XOBryant says:
*CTO* Very well tell the admiral that we will answer him presently.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::orders the base to train its sensors in the direction of the subspace message and prepare for an attack from that direction::

CTOFenrir says:
*XO* shall i put it through to the ready room sir?

XOBryant says:
CEO: congratulations Vraylle, I know that you will do the ship proud.

CSS_Nilan says:
@::gets to work decoding the message using stolen Federation Encryption Algorithms::

Host CO_Ross says:
CEO:  Very well, I know you are busy in Engineering, get with the XO when you have the chance, he will update you on your additional duties. Dismissed

MO_Ianden says:
$::He hopes he won’t get killed, He wonders how he got put with the commandos::

Host CO_Ross says:
COMM*Artemis* Go ahead

XOBryant says:
*CTO* yes please do and take the ship to yellow alert.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::nods to the XO:: CO: Aye sir. ::rises to leave::

CMO_Senn says:
::spares a thought to Ianden, hoping he will be fine, wondering if she sent it to his death with the commandos::

CTOFenrir says:
::Puts message through to RR::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::exits the RR, heading for the TL again::

CTOFenrir activates yellow alert (YELLOW~1.WAV)

XOBryant says:
:::opens the door and steps out on to the bridge, Lt. teasley if you would please meet the captain in his ready room:::

FCO_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir

Host CO_Ross says:
COMM*Nevada*: this is the Artemis, go ahead

Host Adm_Keyen says:
$*CO* : Captain, this is it. The group will move out, and leave you here. After ten minutes of our departure, head for the base and .. You know the rest..

CEO_Vrayl says:
TL: Main Engineering.

CSS_FeShu says:
@::controls the sensor probes and transfers power to the ones nearest the source of that subspace message ... the ones on the Galactic East side of the patrol perimeter::

Host CO_Ross says:
COMM*Nevada*: Understood, Artemis out..

FCO_Joe says:
::enters the RR::CO: You asked to se me captain?

CMO_Senn says:
::she then remembers that as starfleet officers they almost have no other choice but to... it's not working and she enters her office to ask the Prophets yet another favor::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The rest of the battle group heads out. The Vor'cha classes, cloak and disapear, the rest of the ships enter warp.

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: yes, Mr. teasley, your transfer orders have been approved by SF, you are now the Alpha FCO

CEO_Vrayl says:
::enters MO::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::expects to find the EO he left in charge making grievous errors, but doesn't::

FCO_Joe says:
CO: Thank you sir, anything else?

CEO_Vrayl says:
::goes back to his panel to watch the data fly by::

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Congratulations:, you are to take your duties up immediately

XOBryant says:
CTO: would you take the ship to red alert and sound general quarters please, it’s just about party time.

Dom_Base says:
@::observes the movements of the Battle Group shifting galactically east::

MO_Ianden says:
::Says to himself- i hope I will still be alive to see the Artemis again::

CSS_Fears says:
@::follows the Ruk at a battle distance and runs another alert drill::

CTOFenrir activates red alert, klaxons sound throughout the ship (RED_AL~1.WAV)

CSS_Rende says:
@::slows to full stop as guarding the stricken Miya::

XOBryant says:
Acting Ens: Miss Bryn if you would please report to the captain when Lt. teasley comes out?

CSS_Warli says:
@::moves away from the Ruk a bit .... does not want to be too close if it were to explode suddenly::

Host CO_Ross says:
*Computer*: Add Command codes to Lt. Cmdr. Vraylle as Second Officer, Authorization Ross Alpha Tango 39

CMO_Senn says:
::takes a seat and sets to do paperwork... waiting...::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9906.04>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Adm_Keyen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9906.04>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Adm_Keyen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9906.04>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


